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Moral and Social Values 
 

 PRAGNESH K PATEL  

 

According to Dr. Radhakrishnan “After all, the importance of any country is not justified due to its 

area, its population or its industry, but it is justified only due to the values. Which were presented to the 

world and they were involved in the lifestyle of people.” The cost of everything increases remarkable in 

the Morden time of 21
th

 century. On other side, it seems remarkable loss in the values of life in Morden 

human being. As per dictionary, value means something important and useful which includes quality. In 

short, the thing or idea is how much necessary – it justifies its value. The Morden human being and 

society blindly follow the physical values for the aliveness of life. It is necessary to realize the values 

such as moral, social, logical, spiritual, economical, physical, biological, political, non – secularism and 

global for the from the above values, moral and social values are like the money and base of our life. 

 

Moral Values  

Humanity, honesty, frankness, sacrifice, faith, purity, justice, generosity, compassion, kindness accept 

other's feeling, proper behaviour, etc are moral values. 

 Humanity  

The feeling, love or kindness to other creature. 

 Honesty 

The person should follow rules and regulations strictly decided by society. Transparent character and 

duty like people own image. 

 Frankness 

The person's behaviour is like to match between his outer behaviour and his inner thoughts and 

beliefs. 

 Sacrifice 

Feel happy to give something as well as to get something. 

 Faith  
To do his work responsibly without any observation, Alertness for his own duty and rights. 

 Purity 

The person's attitude should be free from his physical and should be pious. 

 Justice 

Every person would get as per his right due to justice. 

 Generosity 

Polite feeling in one's own behaviour. 

 Kindness  

Feelings, love and warmth to all the living creatures of nature. 

 Accept other's feeling 

Attitude to accept other's sorrow and happiness. 

 Moral conduct 

The person should follow rules spread by society, ideal and equal thinking the source of knowledge. 

  

Moral values are immortal and universal. Moral values are connected with a person from his birth. 

Morality means presentation of truth, Lord Shiva and beauty. It also means the person's desirable and 

suitable conduct. Moral values are also developed from the person's own encouragement. 

 “Values are caught rather than taught.” 
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 “Moral values are never taught.” 

 

Social values  

Brotherhood, public service, help, apology, social justice, care of public property, ideal civilization, 

social rights of women, unity of nation, non – secularism and internationality etc. are the social values. 

 Brotherhood  

The personal conduct of someone regarding equality and equal sharing. 

 Public Service  

The person should utilize his power in social works for total development of society. 

 Help  

To be helpful in other's work 

 Apology  

If the person's should feel sorry or not for his wrong conduct, we should not be ready to give him 

punishment. We should keep kindness. 

 Social Justice  

Each person should get something as per his own rights and he never loses anything. 

 Care of public property  

Take care of useful natural and physical things. 

 Ideal Civilization  

To participate in the development of nation using own rights and duty. 

 Social rights of women  

To give importance to ladies in home, family and give they honour. 

 National unity  

All should keep national unity and brotherhood and participants in social development. 

 Non – Secularism  

To honour all religions and give respect. Co – operative conduct with all religious public. 

Religious kindness and broad thinking. 

 Internationality  

To conduct values like liberty, equality, to remove gender or cast difference and untouchable 

feelings to backward class public. To realize and follow the principle of brotherhood for all over 

the world.  

 

The moral values are established due to social rules and regulations of different types of people. They 

satisfy the person. They are productive values, too. He knows the new type of social conduct as he comes 

in touch of them some activities increase the social capacity of a person. On other hand, generous 

presentation of oneself introduces social values. 

 “ Values are the beliefs and nations that the men hold, that they live by and live for.” 

        - Bhatia 

 “Values determine what we should do and how we should do.” 

           

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 


